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PRINTED IN THE NETHERLANDS
BETTER TO BE THAN NOT TO BE?

GUSTAF ARRHENIUS AND WŁODEK RABINOWICZ

“This is life at all is best, far best that can befall.”

– Sophocles, Oedipus at Colonus, line 1224.¹

“Gut ist der Schlaf, der Tod ist besser – freilich das beste wäre, nie geboren sein.”

– Heinrich Heine, Morphine, 1848, lines 15-16.

“Life is so terrible, it would have been better not to have been born. But who is so lucky? Not one in a hundred thousand!”

– Old Jewish saying.

I. Introduction

Can it be better or worse for a person to be than not to be, that is, can it be better or worse to exist than not to exist at all? This old and challenging philosophical question, which we can call the existential question, has been raised anew in contemporary moral philosophy. There are roughly two reasons for this renewed interest. Firstly, traditional so-called “impersonal” ethical theories, such as utilitarianism, have paradoxical and very counterintuitive implications in regard to questions concerning procreation and our moral duties to future, not yet existing people. Secondly, it has seemed evident to many that an outcome can only be better than another if it is better for someone, and that only moral theories that are in this sense “person affecting” can be correct. The implications of this so-called Person Affecting Restriction will differ radically, however, depending on which answer one gives to the existential question.

Hence, many of the problems regarding our moral duties to future generations turn around the issue of whether existence can be better or worse for a person than non-existence. Some think so, others adamantly deny it. Sigmund Freud, for instance, described the Jewish saying above as a

“nonsensical joke”.2 Others, as illustrated by the quotes from Sophocles and Heine above, seem to have a different view. Thus, for example, Melinda Roberts (2003) and Matthew Adler (2009) have defended an affirmative answer to the existential question. Contrariwise, Derek Parfit (1984), John Broome (1999), and others have worried that if we take a person’s life to be better for her than non-existence, then we would have to conclude that it would have been worse for her if she did not exist, which is absurd: Nothing would have been worse or better for a person if she had not existed.

We shall suggest an answer to the existential question to the effect that one can claim that it is better or worse for a person to exist than not to exist, without implying any absurdities. First, however, we shall explain in more detail why this question has again moved to the forefront of moral philosophy. We shall then discuss some of the proposed answers in the literature and our own suggestion. Lastly, we shall consider and rebut some possible objections to our position.

II. The Person Affecting Restriction and the Existential Question

The Person Affecting Restriction, put as a slogan, states that an outcome can only be better than another if it is better for someone. The restriction has a strong intuitive appeal and it has been suggested that it is presupposed in many arguments in moral philosophy, political theory, and welfare economics.3 Moreover, several theorists have argued that the counterintuitive implications in population ethics of so-called “impersonal” welfarist theories could be avoided by adopting the restriction. This applies in particular to the well-known Repugnant Conclusion, which – as has been pointed out by Parfit – is entailed by classical utilitarianism.4

---

2 Freud (1960), p. 57 (quoted after Benatar 2006, p. 3). Freud tried to account for the nonsensicality of the joke by this observation: “who is not born is not a mortal man at all, and there is no good and no best for him.” (ibid.) His suggestion thus seems to be that the existential question requires a negative answer. However, the joke would still of course be nonsensical (and for that reason funny) even if the existential question were answerable in the affirmative.

3 See Temkin (1993ab). The term “Person Affecting Restriction” was introduced by Glover (1977), p. 66, but see also Narveson (1967).

4 See Parfit (1984), p. 388. For an overview of these counterintuitive implications, see Arrhenius et al. (2006) and Arrhenius (2000, 2010). The Repugnant Conclusion is the claim that for any world inhabited by people with very high welfare, there is a possible world in which everyone has a life that is barely worth living which is better, other things being
It is not easy to discern what exactly the distinction between “impersonal” and “person affecting” theories amounts to in the literature, partly because different authors have had a different take on the distinction and partly because other ideas have been conflated or mixed with the Person Affecting Restriction. As has been shown elsewhere, one can interpret the restriction in a manner which makes it perfectly compatible with impersonal welfarist theories such as classical utilitarianism. Thus, it could be understood as an idea about what kind of facts moral goodness supervenes on, for example, that goodness is essentially related to the interests of human beings. We are, however, interested in a stronger reading of the restriction which stresses the individualist aspect of value even more by claiming that morality is essentially person comparative:

The Person Affecting Restriction: If an outcome A is better (worse) than B, then A is better (worse) than B for at least one individual.

This is the principle that we shall henceforth refer to as the Person Affecting Restriction (or “the restriction” for short). In cases involving only the same people in the compared outcomes, this view is quite straightforward and, we surmise, widely accepted.

6 An interesting question is whether the restriction should be supplemented with a person affecting necessary condition for outcomes being equally good. We would suggest the following condition: If outcome A is equally as good as B, then either A and B are equally as good for at least one individual, or A is better (worse) for at least one individual and B is better (worse) for at least one individual. What if both A and B are empty worlds? We think that it is in the spirit of the person affecting idea that such worlds are not ranked as equally good but rather that they completely lack value from a person affecting perspective.

7 The term “Person Affecting Restriction” might be misleading, since many theorists would, sensibly we think, weaken the restriction to also include other sentient beings. Cf. Holtug (1996). Notice that since the Person Affecting Restriction is formulated without any ceteris paribus clause, value pluralists are not likely to accept it since it leaves little room for other values apart from welfarist ones. For instance, one might believe in some non-welfarist values such as virtue, reward in accordance to desert (cf., for example, Feldman 1995 a, b, 1997), beauty (cf. Moore 1903, section 50), variety of natural species, or what have you (for a general discussion of value pluralism, see Rabinowicz & Rønnow-Rasmussen...
In comparisons between outcomes involving different people, however, and in particular in cases involving people whose existence is contingent on our choices, the restriction becomes ambiguous. An outcome A is better than B for Peter if Peter has a higher welfare in A as compared to B. We can assume that much. But what if Peter exists in outcome A but not in outcome B? Is A then better than B for Peter? More generally, can existence be better or worse for a person than non-existence? In other words, what is the correct answer to the existential question? Hence, depending on the answer to the existential question we get different versions of the Person Affecting Restriction and very different implications regarding how to morally evaluate different possible futures.

III. Neither Better nor Worse to Be than Not to Be

A popular answer to the existential question is to claim that existence cannot be better or worse than non-existence for a person, nor equally as good for that matter, since existence and non-existence are, in some sense, incomparable in value for a person. David Heyd seems to endorse this position when he argues against the view that existence could be worse than non-existence by claiming that such a view “is inconsistent with a person-affecting theory as it presupposes the comparability of non-existence with life of a certain quality”.

In his early pioneering work in population ethics, Narveson seems to share Heyd’s concern, although he formulates it in terms of comparing levels of happiness:

If you ask, “whose happiness has been increased as a result of his being born?”, the answer is that nobody’s has … Remember that the question we must ask about him is not whether he is happy but whether he is happier as a result of being born. And if put this way, we see that again we have a piece of nonsense on our hands if we suppose the answer is either “yes” or “no”. For if it is, then with whom, or with what, are we comparing his new state of bliss?

(2004); for a discussion of this issue in connection with the Person Affecting Restriction, see Arrhenius (2003, 2009a, 2010). Moreover, certain welfarist theories might also be ruled out by the restriction, such as some versions of welfarist egalitarianism (Arrhenius 2003, 2009, 2010). However, we shall only discuss implications of the restriction in cases where one can assume that other values are not at stake. Hence, the arguments below also apply to a ceteris paribus version of the restriction.

8 Heyd (1988), p. 161. See also Heyd (1992), pp. 124-5. Heyd states that his view is “grounded in an ‘anthropocentric’ conception of value according to which value is necessarily related to human interests, welfare, expectations, desires and wishes – that is to say to human volitions” (1988, p. 164).
Is the child, perhaps, happier than he used to be before he was born? Or happier than his alter ego? Obviously, there can be no sensible answer here.\(^9\) Similarly, Alan Buchanan et al. claim that “when the alternative is nonexistence, there is no individual who is made worse off by being conceived and born”\(^10\) and John Broome states that “it cannot ever be true that it is better for a person that she lives than that she should never have lived at all”.\(^11\)

The negative answer to the existential question in combination with the Person Affecting Restriction has such counterintuitive conclusions that it is hard to believe that anyone would seriously endorse the conjunction of these two views. Consider the Future Bliss or Hell Case:

\[ \text{Diagram 1} \]

The blocks in the above diagram represent populations. The width of each block represents the number of people in the corresponding population, whereas the height represents their welfare. Assume that we can either see to it that all the people in the future have excellent lives (the y-people in outcome A) or that they have hellish lives (the z-people in

---

9 Narveson (1967), p. 67 (emphasis in original). Cf. Dasgupta (1995), p. 383: “Recall our definition of the zero level of well-being. This isn’t a standard arrived at through a comparison with ‘non-existence’. Such comparisons can’t be made. The ‘unborn’ aren’t a class of people. It makes no sense to attribute a degree of wellbeing, low or high or nil, to the ‘state of not being born’.”


outcome B). Assume further that these two possible futures consist of different but the same number of people and that these two outcomes are equally good for us, the present x-people.

Most people, we presume, would consider outcome A clearly superior to outcome B and agree that we ought to realize A rather than B. However, since the y- and z-people are uniquely realizable (i.e. exist in just one of the two outcomes), the negative answer to the existential question implies that outcome A is neither better nor worse for the y- and z-people as compared to B. Moreover, the two outcomes are equally good for the x-people. Hence, according to the Person Affecting Restriction, A cannot be better than B since it is not better for any individual. Nor is of course B better than A. Consequently, if combined with the negative answer to the existential question, the Person Affecting Restriction ranks these outcomes as either equally good or as incomparable in value. But that is clearly the wrong diagnosis of the Future Bliss or Hell Case.

This and other counterintuitive implications of the Person Affecting Restriction in combination with the negative answer to the existential question have led philosophers to abandon the restriction (the majority) or to accept not only that existence can be better or worse for a person than non-existence but also that a non-existent person has a certain welfare level (namely, zero welfare) and that, consequently, non-existence can be better or worse for that non-existent person than a life at some specified level of welfare. As we shall show, both of these moves are uncalled for.

IV. The Argument from Absurdity

What is the reason behind the negative answer to the existential question? Well, one worry seems to be that if we give an affirmative answer to the

12 The Person Affecting Restriction coupled with a negative answer to the existential question yields a position close to what we call Strict Comparativism: When comparing outcomes, one should only count the welfare of people who exist in both of the outcomes that are being compared and completely disregard the welfare of people who only exist in one of them. This seems to be, for example, Broome’s take on the restriction: “Suppose [an alternative X] contains a certain number of people, and [an alternative Y] contains all the same people, and some more as well … Then [the person-affecting view] is that [X] is at least as good as [Y] if and only if it is at least as good for the people who exist in both” (Broome 1992, p. 124). Broome rejects the restriction understood in this way but Heyd seems to accept it since he argues that “[e]xcluding the welfare and interest of future merely possible person … is a necessary consequence of a coherent person-regarding theory of value” (Heyd 1988, p. 161; see also Heyd 1992, pp. 124-5). See Arrhenius (2003, 2009 a, 2010) for a discussion of different versions of Comparativism.
existential question, that is, if we take a person’s life to be better or worse for her than non-existence, then we would have to conclude that it would have been worse or better for her if she did not exist, which is obviously absurd: Nothing would have been worse or better for a person if she had not existed.\footnote{Rabinowicz (2009), fn. 2, ascribes this worry to Derek Parfit (1984), who writes: “Causing someone to exist is a special case [of benefiting someone] because the alternative would not have been worse for this person. We may admit that, for this reason, causing someone to exist cannot be better for this person” (p. 489; cf. also p. 395). Parfit continues, however, with an argument that causing someone to exist still may be good for the person in question. Good, but not better. It seems to us, however, that Parfit needn’t have been so cautious. His discussion of the matter contains all that is needed for the bolder betterness claim (see below).} This argument is eloquently stated by Broome:

\[\text{[I]}t\text{ cannot ever be true that it is better for a person that she lives than that she should never have lived at all. If it were better for a person that she lives than that she should never have lived at all, then if she had never lived at all, that would have been worse for her than if she had lived. But if she had never lived at all, there would have been no her for it to be worse for, so it could not have been worse for her.}\]

However, this Absurd Conclusion (italicized above) does not follow. A triadic relation consisting in one state (having a certain life) being better for a person \(p\) than another state (non-existence) cannot hold unless all its three relata exist. Now, the states in question are abstract objects and thus can be assumed to exist even if they do not actually obtain. Consequently, the triadic relation in question can indeed hold as long as \(p\) exists. However, if a person is a concrete object, which is the received view (and, we surmise, the correct one), then this relation could not hold if \(p\) weren’t alive, since the third relatum, \(p\), would then be missing.\footnote{Broome (1999), ch. 10, p. 168 (emphasis in original). Notice that this argument, if correct, would also work equally well against the idea that existence could be worse for someone than non-existence: If it were worse for a person that she exists than that she should never have existed, then it would have been better for her if she had never existed. If she had never existed, then there would have been no her for it to be better for, so it could not have been better for her. Thus, it cannot be true that it could be worse for a person to exist than not to exist.} Consequently, even if it is better for \(p\) to exist than not to exist, assuming she has a life worth

\[\text{13} \text{ Rabinowicz (2009), fn. 2, ascribes this worry to Derek Parfit (1984), who writes: “Causing someone to exist is a special case [of benefiting someone] because the alternative would not have been worse for this person. We may admit that, for this reason, causing someone to exist cannot be better for this person” (p. 489; cf. also p. 395). Parfit continues, however, with an argument that causing someone to exist still may be good for the person in question. Good, but not better. It seems to us, however, that Parfit needn’t have been so cautious. His discussion of the matter contains all that is needed for the bolder betterness claim (see below).} \]

\[\text{14} \text{ Broome (1999), ch. 10, p. 168 (emphasis in original). Notice that this argument, if correct, would also work equally well against the idea that existence could be worse for someone than non-existence: If it were worse for a person that she exists than that she should never have existed, then it would have been better for her if she had never existed. If she had never existed, then there would have been no her for it to be better for, so it could not have been better for her. Thus, it cannot be true that it could be worse for a person to exist than not to exist.} \]

\[\text{15} \text{ On the other hand, if, contrary to the received view, a person were itself constructed as a collection of (abstract) states of affairs, then it would be correct to say that she would exist, as an abstract object, even if she didn’t “obtain”, so to speak. Hence, one might then say that there is nothing absurd in claiming that, if she didn’t obtain, this state could have been worse for her than her actual state, since all three relata would then exist as abstract objects. However, this interpretation of persons as abstract objects is a view that few philosophers would be prepared to accept.} \]
living, it doesn't follow that it would have been worse for \( p \) if she did not exist, since one of the relata, \( p \), would then be absent. What does follow is only that non-existence is worse for her than existence (since “worse” is just the converse of “better”), but not that it would have been worse if she didn’t exist. Hence, Broome’s argument is a non-sequitur and the Absurd Conclusion doesn’t follow from the idea that existence can be better or worse for a person than non-existence.\(^{16}\)

It might be that Broome assumes that the following general principle is true:

\[ \text{Subjunctive Connection 1 (SC1): An outcome A is better (worse, equally as good) for } p \text{ than (as) another outcome B if and only if outcome B would be worse (better, equally as good) for } p \text{ than (as) A if B came about.}\] \(^{17}\)

Krister Bykvist has suggested a similar principle, which he calls Accessibility: “If A is better (worse) for S than B, then A would be better (worse) for S than B even if A obtained.”\(^{18}\) However, as we pointed out above, it doesn’t follow logically from “it is better for \( p \) to exist than not to exist” that “it would have been worse for \( p \) if she did not exist” since in the latter case one of the relata, \( p \), would be absent. Moreover, it seems clear that SC1 is false, \textit{mutatis mutandis}, for related concepts, such as “considered better

\(^{16}\) Wlodek Rabinowicz suggested this argument already back in 2000 in personal conversation with Arrhenius, Broome, Bykvist and Erik Carlson at a workshop in Leipzig; he has briefly presented it in Rabinowicz (2003), fn. 29, and in more detail in Rabinowicz (2009), fn. 2. For a similar argument, see Arrhenius (1999), p. 158, who suggests that an affirmative answer to the existential question “only involves a claim that if a person exists, then she can compare the value of her life to her non-existence. A person that will never exist cannot, of course, compare ‘her’ non-existence with her existence. Consequently, one can claim that it is better … for a person to exist … than … not to exist without implying any absurdities.” In fact, even if he ultimately rejected our approach (and instead went for the idea that it can be good but not better for a person to exist than not to exist), Parfit (1984) came very close to making the same point when he observed that there is nothing problematic in the claim that one can benefit a person by causing her to exist: “In judging that some person’s life is worth living, or better than nothing, we need not be implying that it would have been worse for this person if he had never existed […]. Since this person does exist, we can refer to this person when describing the alternative [i.e. a world in which she wouldn’t have existed]. We know who it is who, in this possible alternative, would never have existed” (pp. 487-8, emphasis in original; cf. fn. 13 above). See also Holtug (2001), Bykvist (2006) and Johansson (forthcoming).

\(^{17}\) As we have seen, this principle is assumed by Parfit (1984), pp. 489, 395. Thus, on p. 395, when considering an outcome in which there is a person who has a life worth living, Parfit writes: “we need not claim that this outcome is better for this person than the alternative [in which this person would not have existed]. This would imply the implausible claim that, if this person never had existed, this would have been worse for that person” (emphasis in original).

\(^{18}\) Bykvist (2007), p. 348. Symbols have been changed in this quotation, for the sake of consistency.
by” / “would be considered worse by” and “preferred by” / “would be preferred by”.

So it is not clear to us why one should go for SC1 rather than for the following connection between “better for” and “would be worse for”:

**Subjunctive Connection 2 (SC2):**

(i) If a person $p$ exists in both outcomes A and B, then A is better (worse, equally as good) for $p$ than (as) B if and only if B would be worse (better, equally as good) for $p$ than (as) A, if B obtained.

(ii) If a person $p$ exists in A but not in B, then A can be better (worse, equally as good) for $p$ than (as) B although B would not be worse (better, equally as good) for $p$ than (as) A, if B obtained.

Of course, one might find SC1 more attractive than SC2, perhaps because one finds it more in line with common language use: If we consider one outcome as being better for someone than another outcome, then we are normally prepared to conclude that the other outcome would be worse for that person (and not just that it is worse). If SC1 is accepted, then one would have to give up the idea that existence can be better or worse than non-existence for a person, since with SC1 as an extra premise, Broome's argument would be valid and the Absurd Conclusion would follow from an affirmative answer to the existential question. So we acknowledge that there might be a price to pay here, in terms of departure from common usage, for our preferred answer to the existential question. However, as long as no other reason for SC1 has been brought forward, we find the price worth paying.

Notice that our argument is not based on any revision of the logic of “better for” and “worse for”. In one of his earlier contributions to this topic, Nils Holtug seems to suggest such a revision to avoid the Absurd Conclusion:

There is a clear sense in which existence can be better for a person than non-existence, even if nonexistence is not worse for her (a person can have no properties in a possible world in which she does not exist).

Holtug thus seems to suggest that one can avoid the Absurd Conclusion by revising the logic of “better for”: One can hold that it can be better for a person to exist than not to exist, but deny that the opposite is worse for her. It is clear that a state X is better than a state Y if and only if state Y is worse than state X (this seems to us to be a conceptual truth, if any).

19 This is acknowledged by Bykvist (2007), p. 349.

Holtug seems to deny that this logic also holds for “better for”, that is, that a state X is better for a person than another state Y if and only if state Y is worse for the person than state X. His reason is that “better for” and “worse for” are only applicable when a person to which the “for” refers to exists.

See also his (1996), p. 77:

When saying that a person has been benefited by coming into existence, I mean that this person is better off than if he had never existed. Of course, normally, if a person is better (worse) off in a situation X than in a situation Y, he is worse (better) off in situation Y. While this is normally true, it is not true when Y involves his nonexistence. And there is a perfectly natural explanation for that. The property of “being worse off”, like other properties, does not apply to people in worlds in which they do not exist.

In our view, there is no need for a revision of the logic of value comparisons. If A is better for p than B, then it trivially follows that B is worse for p than A. What does not follow is that B would be worse for p if it obtained, for p might then be missing. On this reading, then, Holtug seems to conflate “worse for” with “would be worse for”. As we have pointed out above, it doesn’t follow from “A is better for p than B” that “B would be worse for p if B came about”. Hence, there is no need for revising the logic of “better” and “worse” to reach this result.

V. The Argument from Welfare Level Comparisons

To save the Person Affecting Restriction from cases like the Future Bliss or Hell case, Melinda Roberts has suggested that we should accept not only that existence can be better or worse for a person than non-existence, but also the apparently absurd conclusion that non-existence can be better or

---

21 On another reading of this passage, which is closer to its actual wording, Holtug here only denies that being better off in X than in Y entails being worse off in Y than in X. However, even this suggestion seems to us unmotivated: It is strictly incorrect to say that a person who in X has a life worth living is better off in that state than she is in the state Y in which she does not exist (it is another matter that X is better for her than Y). Comparisons of how “well off” a person is in two different states do seem to presuppose that she exists in both states that are being compared. See next section for a further discussion of this point.

22 It should be mentioned that in his (2001), Holtug gives up on this his earlier proposal and instead moves to a position similar to the one defended here, referring to personal communication with Rabinowicz.
worse for a person. The reason is that according to Roberts a non-existing person has a certain welfare level, namely, zero welfare:\footnote{Adler (2009), p. 1506, tentatively embraces a similar position: “Existence can be better or worse for an individual than nonexistence. Nonexistence can be better or worse for an individual than existence. Where an outcome set contains potential nonexistents, their interests should be taken into account by assigning them a utility level of zero in the outcomes where they do not exist.”}

\[ \ldots \text{Nora does not have any properties at all at any alternative at which she does not exist and \ldots, where Nora has no properties at all, all the properties that she does have – that empty set – add up to a zero level of wellbeing \ldots} \]

It would have been better for Nora not to have any wellbeing at all – to have zero wellbeing – than to have the negative level of wellbeing that she in fact has. It would have been better for Nora \ldots never to have existed at all than it is for Nora to exist.\footnote{Roberts (2003), pp. 168-9. Moreover, Roberts (1998), p. 64, writes that “I am thus supposing that it is at least possible that s has more well-being in a world in which s does not exist than s actually has. Suppose s’s existence in X is unavoidably less than one worth living \ldots and that s has, in any world in which s does not exist, a zero level of well-being. Under these conditions, s’s level of well-being at zero is actually greater than s’s well-being in X \ldots” (emphasis in original). On the other hand, she also claims that “[t]here is no need, ever, on my account of either wrongful life or the non-identity problem to assign a value, \text{even a value of zero,} to nonexistence for an individual who never exists in the world that is subject to appraisal” (Roberts 1998, p. 174-5, emphasis in original).}

However, in our view it is quite nonsensical to ascribe any wellbeing level at all to a person in a state in which she does not exist. Wellbeing presupposes being. Moreover, as we have shown above, one can endorse an affirmative answer to the existential question without being committed to affirming that non-existence could have been better or worse for a person and without assigning any welfare levels to persons who don’t exist.

However, one might insist that the suggestion we make still doesn’t make sense: that we cannot make sense of one state, A, being better for \( p \) than another state, B, if we cannot compare the wellbeing levels of \( p \) in the two states in question. This might be what Heyd and Narveson have in mind in the quotes above.\footnote{See also the quote from Dasgupta in fn. 9.} Likewise, when Bykvist claims that SC1 (his Accessibility principle) is true about any “interpretation of ‘better for’ that is conceptually linked to well-being \ldots”, it seems that his idea is that “better for”-claims are analyzable in terms of comparisons between wellbeing levels possessed by a given individual in different outcomes. This would entail SC1 given that no individual has any level of wellbeing in an out-

come in which she does not exist. The idea is that there is a necessary connection between “better for” and “has a higher welfare than”:

**Welfare Level Connection (WLC):** An outcome A is better for a person p than another outcome B if and only if p has higher welfare in A as compared to B.

But again, p would not have any welfare level at all in a state in which she did not exist. However, it seems to us that “better for” comparisons can be made without comparisons of welfare levels. Consequently, one should reject the suggested tight connection between “better for” and comparisons of welfare levels as expressed by WLC.

For example, one might explicate “better for” in terms of what a benevolent impartial observer or a guardian angel would choose for a person when he is only considering what is in the interests of the person under consideration (as the guardian angel is supposed to do). According to this view, an outcome A is better for a person than another outcome B if and only if this is what her guardian angel would choose for her sake. If a person exists in the two compared outcomes, then trivially the guardian angel will choose the state in which her charge has the highest welfare level. However, if the guardian angel has a choice between bringing her charge into existence with negative welfare or not bringing her into existence at all, she would choose the latter. Moreover, if the guardian angel had the choice between bringing her charge into existence with a positive welfare or not bringing her into existence, she would choose the former. Or so it may seem, at least.

We can think of this idea of a guardian angel as just a criterion for the “better for”-relation. On this criterial interpretation, we can determine what is better for a person by putting ourselves in her guardian angel’s shoes and then trying to decide what our preferences would be in that hypothetical position. On another interpretation, which is philosophically

---

26 See Bykvist (2007), p. 348. Adler (2009), p. 1503, considers a similar conceptual connection between “worse for” and “worse off than”. However, unlike Bykvist, Adler’s discussion leads him to reject, at least tentatively, such a conceptual connection.

27 This seems to hold even if we were to construct persons as abstract objects that can obtain or not obtain. A specific welfare level is something an abstract person can possess only in a world in which she obtains.

28 Rabinowicz suggested the guardian angel approach in 2000 (see fn. 16) and Arrhenius (2003) proposes the benevolent impartial observer approach. See also Bykvist (2006). Broome (2004), p. 63, credits Rabinowicz with a suggestion that is simpler but less plausible: a history (or a world) X is better for p than a history Y if and only if p prefers X to Y. As Broome points out: “A person may prefer one history to another even if she does not exist in both of them” (ibid.). Obviously, however, this simple proposal is not satisfactory as it stands.
more far-reaching and radical, the idea of a guardian angel should instead be seen as a metaphor for a certain analytical proposal. More precisely, on this reading, we should take it as an application to “better for” of the so-called fitting-attitudes analysis of value. Along the lines of this format of analysis, we could say that

A is better for \( p \) than B if and only if one ought to prefer A to B for \( p \)’s sake.\(^{29}\)

This analytic proposal could be made to work provided we can make some sense of locutions such as “preferring A to B for \( p \)’s sake”.\(^{30}\) Again, it seems reasonable to say that in the choice between bringing \( p \) into existence with negative welfare or not bringing her into existence at all, one ought to prefer the latter for \( p \)’s sake. Likewise, in the choice between bringing \( p \) into existence with positive welfare or not bringing her into existence at all, one ought to prefer the former for \( p \)’s sake.

On both these interpretations, the criterial and the analytic one, if a person \( p \) has higher welfare in an outcome A as compared to another outcome B, then A is better for \( p \) than B, but the reverse doesn’t always hold. Hence, there is a connection between “better for” and “has higher welfare than” but this connection isn’t as tight as WLC would have it.

As for the connection between “better” and “better for”, the Person Affecting Restriction remains an attractive option. It does seem plausible to claim that, to the extent we focus on welfare, an outcome cannot be better than another outcome without being better for someone. While this restriction would lead to counterintuitive implications if combined with the negative answer to the existential question (see the case of Future Bliss

\[^{29}\] Cf. Darwall (2002) for this proposal. As Darwall puts it: “[W]hat it is for something to be good for someone just is for it to be something one should desire for him for his sake, that is, insofar as one cares for him” (p. 8). See also Toni Rønnow-Rasmussen (2007), where this fitting-attitudes account of value-for is elaborated and defended. That this account can be used to clarify comparisons between existence and non-existence has been suggested in Rabinowicz (2009), fn. 2.

\[^{30}\] The challenge here is whether the “for \( p \)’s sake”-locution can be independently understood, without presupposing the notion of “better for” as already given. If preferring something for \( p \)’s sake just means “preferring it insofar as one only cares for what is better for \( p \)”, then the analysis becomes circular. Still, even circular analyses can be instructive to some extent: They can used to exhibit structural connections between concepts appearing in the analysans and the analysandum. Thereby, they can provide relevant information to those who already possess the concepts involved but are not clear about their mutual relationships. Thus, to take an example, David Wiggins adheres to the sentimentalist version of the fitting-attitudes account even though he explicitly recognizes the charge of circularity. Still, as he argues, the account is informative in its “detour through sentiments”. See Wiggins (1987), p. 189. Cf. Rabinowicz & Rønnow-Rasmussen (2004, 2006). The circularity
or Hell above), we have argued in this paper that the existential question should be answered in the affirmative.\footnote{Wiggins has in mind is different from the one mentioned here, though. He thinks that it might be essential to the fitting sentiments with regard to objects that these attitudes themselves already involve evaluations.}

\textit{VI. Summary}

In our tribute to Björn Wittrock, we have defended an affirmative answer to the existential question to the effect that one can claim that it is better or worse for a person to exist than not to exist, without implying any absurdities. Hence, not only is Björn’s existence better for us than his non-existence; it is also better for him.\footnote{It should be noted, however, that even coupled with the affirmative answer to the existential question, the Person Affecting Restriction, as we have stated it above, leads to counterintuitive implications, unless it is somewhat weakened. Consider a version of the Future Bliss or Hell Case above in which only the x-people exist in the actually obtaining outcome A (thus, in this version, outcome A does not contain any future y-people). The Person Affecting Restriction implies, counterintuitively, that A is not better than B, since – as things actually are – there exists no one for whom A is better than B. Remember that the added people in the hypothetical outcome B, for whom A would have been better, do not actually exist. To solve problems like this, Holtug (2004) has argued that we should replace the restriction with a weaker variant, which in our formulation runs as follows:

\textit{The Wide Person Affecting Restriction:} If an outcome A is better than B, then A would be better than B for at least one individual if either A or B would obtain.

In the example above, it is the second disjunct of this weaker restriction that is applicable.}

\footnote{We would like to thank Matthew Adler and Krister Bykvist for their helpful comments. We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation, Swedish Research Council, and Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study.}
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